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Abstract

This document explains some of the key elements of the Hot-Stuff
BFT protocol [1]. It only covers the optimized version of Hot-Stuff.

This document was produced for students in a Blockchain tech-
nology course, some of which have little background in distributed
systems. The description ignores or abstracts away how individual
messages are sent and processed, similar as is typically done when
describing Nakamoto Consensus.

1 Proof of certification

Unpermissioned blockchains require that published blocks carry a nonce that
causes the block hash to be meet a specific difficulty (e.g. start with a specific
number of zeros). The this proof of work has two main functionalities:

1. Publishing rate: Requiring a proof of work ensures that blocks are
published at a limited rate. This ensures that, whp., a block is prop-
agated throughout the network, before the next block is published.

2. Fork probability: If, while a block is propagated throughout the
network, another block is published, these blocks create a fork and
put the system in an undecided state. Proof of work ensures that the
probability that two blocks are found concurrently is small.

In a permissioned system, similar guarantees can be achieved using a
certificate.

Definition 1 (System Model). A permissioned system is comprised of N
nodes n1, n2, ..., nN . We assume that nodes have access to digital signatures,
and that each node knows public keys of all other nodes.

Definition 2. A certificate for a block b is a collection of digital signa-
tures for b. A certificate contains signatures from more than N · 23 different
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Figure 1: Blocks in a tree and depth d of blocks.

nodes. We write cmin for the minimum number of signatures contained in a
certificate

cmin =

⌈
2N + 1

3

⌉
Idea 1. We now give an intuition how certificates can limit publishing rate
and fork probability:

1. Publishing rate: To publish a block with certificate, this block has
to be transmitted, validated and signed by at least cmin nodes. Thus,
blocks cannot be published faster, than (most) of the nodes can validate
them.

2. Fork probability: If less than N
3 nodes signed multiple conflicting

blocks, no two conflicting blocks can both receive a certificate.

2 Safety

In the following we define a set of rules that correct nodes should follow.
We assume that at least cmin nodes are following these rules.

The previousBlock pointers create a tree structure on blocks. We can
thus refer to the depth of a block. We write b.depth for the depth of block
b. Figure 1 shows a tree with different depth levels. Here b′′4.depth = 4.
Similarly, we refer to the parent, ancestors or descendants of a block. In
Figure 1, e.g., b′′5 is a descendant of b′′3 and all blocks are descendants of b0.
Further, b′3 is the parent of b′4 and b2 is an ancestor of b′4.

We can not define the first rule.

Rule 1. After signing a block at depth d, only sign at depth d′ > d.

The first rule says that nodes should only sign at increasing depth. Espe-
cially, they should not sign at the same depth twice.

As noted in Section 1, to prevent forks we should also add a rule that
prohibits changing from one branch of the tree to another, e.g., signing b′′5 in
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Figure 1 after signing b′3 and b′4. We further note, that it is possible, that no
block at a certain depth receives a certificate. E.g., b′3 and b′′3 may both be
signed by 5 out of 10 nodes. Thus, no block has the required (cmin(10) = 7)
signatures. Therefore it should still be allowed for a node to sign b′4 after
signing b′′3.

Definition 3. The locked block at node ni, ni.lock is the block b at highest
depth, such that ni has (or has seen) a certificate for b.

Rule 2. A node ni only signs a block that is a descendant of ni.lock.

We note that if cmin nodes sign a block b, that does not imply that these
nodes know the certificate of this block. Certificates have to be collected
and disseminated by some node. We therefore define the following:

Definition 4. We assume that every block bi contains a certificate for a
block bj such that bj is an ancestor of bi. We say that bi.justify = bj .

Lemma 1. For some node ni that follows Rule 2, it holds that, after signing
block b, ni.lock.depth ≥ b.justify.depth holds.

Example 1. In Figure 1, if b′4.justify = b′3, then after signing b′4 a node
following Rule 2 will not sign b′′5.

b b′ b′′

Figure 2: Blocks with red justification link, confirm block b.

Definition 5. We say that a block b is confirmed, if there exist blocks b′

and b′′, such that, b = b′.justify, b′ = b′′.justify, and b.depth = b′′.depth− 2.

We note that the notion of a confirmed block is similar to proof of work
blockchains like bitcoin, where a block counts as confirmed if it has been
extended by a certain number of blocks, e.g. 6 blocks in bitcoin.

We note that the existence of block b′′ is not strictly necessary for b to
be confirmed. It is sufficient that a certificate for block b′ exists. Block b′′

is merely a way to distribute this certificate.

Theorem 1. If nodes follow Rule 2 and a block b is confirmed, then any
certified block at depth d > b.depth is a descendant of b.

Proof. If b is confirmed, there exist b′ and b′′ as in Definition 5. b′′ contains
a certificate for b′. Thus at least cmin nodes have signed b′. b′ contains a
certificate for b. Thus upon signing b′, a node ni sets ni.lock = b.
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We have to show that every certified block β with β.depth > b.depth is
a descendant of b. We proof this by induction over ∆d = β.depth− b.depth.

If ∆d = 1 then β = b′ since at most one block at depth b.depth + 1 can
be certified.

Let ∆d = n + 1. Both β and b′ are signed by cmin nodes. Let ni be
a correct nodes (following Rules 1 and 2) that signed both β and b′. Due
to Rule 1, ni signed b′ before β. Thus ni.lock = b did hold. The induction
hypothesis implies that when signing β, ni.lock was either b or a descendant
of b. Rule 2 implies that β is a descendant of ni.lock. Thus β is a descendant
of b.

3 Liveness

In Section 2 we have defined rules, how correct nodes should sign blocks and
how we can identify confirmed blocks, based on published blocks.

However, we did not define when and how blocks should be created.
Further, we note that if at every depth, many blocks are created, it is possible
that no block will ever receive a certificate.

To resolve this, we assign leaders to every depth and only allow the leader
to publish blocks at his depth:

leader(depth) = ndepth modN

Algorithm 1 shows how nodes only sign blocks at the next depth and
only if the block is published by leader(depth). However, based on a timeout,
nodes can hop over one depth.

Algorithm 1 Rotating leader

1: depth = 1
2: timer = start()
3: on receive b from leader(depth)
4: if b.depth = depth and b descendant of lock then
5: sign(b)
6: depth + +
7: timer = restart()

8: on timer finish
9: depth + +

10: timer = restart()

11: on leader(depth) = self
12: ask all nodes for locked certificate
13: if block is missing ad depth depth− 1 then
14: create empty block at depth− 1

15: create block at depth including deepest certificate
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Lines 11 to 15 show how a correct node should propose a block. First
a correct node needs to query other nodes, especially his predecessor, for
certificates they have collected. There are two cases:

a) If a nodes collects a certificate for the last block (depth − 1), he can
immediately publish a new block including this certificate.

b) If a nodes does only collect certificates for older blocks. He includes
the certificate at highest depth in his block. If no block at depth − 1
is known to the node, he may also create that block.

The situation from Case b) is also shown in Figure 3.

bc bd be bf

Figure 3: Leader for bf .depth may also create be.
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Figure 4: Figure illustrating Example 2.

Example 2. Assume N = 4. Thus cmin = 3 and we have nodes n1, n2, n3,
and n4.

In Figure 4, green subscript shows the nodes that have signed a specific
block. Nodes n2, n3, and n4 have signed b′3, while n1 has signed b′′3. Further,
n2 has signed b′4. Thus n2.lock = b′3. We assume that only n2 has seen the
certificate for b′3.

Since n3 and n4 have not seen a certificate for b′3 they have, together with
n1 signed b′′4. n1 has seen this certificate, when signing b′′5. Thus n1.lock = b′′4.
We note that in this example, none of the nodes have behaved faulty.

Example 3. This example extends Example 2. Thus we again assume N =
4. In Figure 5 shows a situation as in Example 2.
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Node n2 has locked b′3 and node n1 has locked b′′4. We note that Rule 2
prohibits n2 from signing b′′6 and n1 from signing b′6. This may deadlock the
system.

However we note that Rule 2 allows n2 to sign b′′5 as shown in Figure 4.
The reason is that b′′5 includes a certificate for b′′4. This allows n2.lock to be
updated.

In Example 3, it is not helpful, to let n1, n3 and n4 report whether they
have voted for b′4 or b′′4. The reason for this is that one node may violate
Rule 1. Thus n3 or n4 may also sign b′′4.

b2

b′3 b′4 b′6

b′′3 b′′4 b′′6

n1 cannot sign
this block

n2 cannot sign
this block

n2

n1

Figure 5: Figure illustrating Example 3.

Existing systems show two possible solutions for the problem shown in
Example 3. The PBFT algorithm allows n2 to sign b′′6 if he receives messages
from n1, n3 and n4 saying that b2 is their last certificate.

Other systems, like Tendermint, include a long timeout while collecting
certificates on Line 12, during which the new leader waits for additional
certificates. This ensures in Example 3, if n1 is correct, the certificate for b′′4
will be forwarded to the new leader.

4 Safety revisited

In the following we present a variant of Rule 2 that does not lead to the
problem from Example 3 in Section 3.

We first define a 3-locked block.

Definition 6. A node ni sets ni.lock3 = b, if b is the block at highest depth,
s.t. ni has signed a block b′′ with b′′.justify = b′ and b′.justify = b.

Rule 3 (replaces Rule 2). A node ni signs a block b only if

a) b is a descendant from ni.lock3
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ba bc bd be bf

Figure 6: Block ba is locked on signing bf .

b) b.justify.depth > ni.lock3.depth.
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Figure 7: Showing 3-locks that allow two sign any block extending b2.
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Figure 8: Rule 3 b) allows n2 to sign b′′7.

Example 4. Figure 7 shows position of 3-locks in the same situation as
shown in Figure 4. Rule 3 allows to sign any descendant of b2.

Figure 8 shows a similar situation as in Figure 5, only using 3-locks. n2
has signed b′6 and set its 3-lock to b′3. The leader for depth 7 failed to collect
the certificate for block b′5 from n2. Thus he extended block b′′4. Rule 2 b)
still allows n2 to sign b′′7.

Using Rule 3, it is enough if the leader waits for the last certificate from
cmin nodes on Line 12 of Algorithm 1.

Definition 7. We say that a block b is 3-confirmed, if there exist blocks
b′, b′′, and b̂ such that, b = b′.justify, b′ = b′′.justify, and b′′ = b̂.justify and
b.depth = b′′.depth− 2.
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b b′ b′′ b̂

Figure 9: Block b is 3-confirmed.

Theorem 2. If nodes follow Rule 3 (instead of Rule 2) and a block b is
3-confirmed, then any certified block at depth d > b.depth is a descendant of
b.

Proof. If b is 3-confirmed, there exist blocks b, b′, b′′, and b̂ as in Definition 7.
Since b̂.justify = b′′, cmin nodes have signed b′′. According to Definition 6,
on signing b′′ nodes set lock3 = b.

Rule 3 allows nodes that signed b′′, only to sign a node that is not a
descendant of b, if there already exists a certified block at higher depth than
b. Since b′.depth = b.depth + 1, b′′.depth = b.depth + 2, and since only one
block can be certified per depth, such a block cannot exist.
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